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OPERATION MANUAL 

Auto @lign Advanced VH5 wheel Aligner 

 
 

 

 

IMPORTANT! 
 

This manual provides the user with instructions on how to operate the Auto 
@lign Advanced VH5 wheel aligner. Please read it carefully before using this 
equipment. Keep it in a safe place where is easily accessible.  
 
Liability shall be exempted from any damages caused by failure to follow the 
procedures in this manual or by incorrect machine use. 
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1. INTENDED USE 

The Auto @lign Advanced VH5 system is a machine for testing all the angles 

relating to vehicle wheel alignment. Four sensor heads, incorporating 

microprocessor technology and infrared data reading and transmission system, 

enable communication without cable connections between the heads and 

control unit measure these angles. The maximum acceptable wheel length, 

which is can be measured and transported correctly, is 4.5M. 

 

2. TECHNICAL DETAILS 

Overall dimensions: 

1040*790*1670    (mm) 

For the sensor heads power supply and consumption: 

 

CONTROL UNIT 

Power supply 220/240V / single phase 50/60Hz 

Max absorbed POWER 500W 
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Fields of measurement and precision 

 

 

3. STAFF TRAINING 

Only staffs who are specially trained and authorized personnel can use the 

machine. To ensure machine working condition and correct measurement 

readings, operators must be properly trained for the know-how to use this 

machine according to the manufacturers’ instructions. Please refer to the 

instruction manual if you have questions operating this machine or contact 

authorized after-sales service or dealer.  

 

4. UINT PARTS 

Control unit: the control unit is in charge of all measuring operations. The 

control unit is consisted of a painted metal cabinet with two side uprights that 

support the monitor and intermediate shelves. 

 

*Auto @lign Advanced VH5 Control Unit: 

 

Axle Measurement Precision Field of 

Measurement 

Total field of  

Measurement 

Toe-in ±2′ ±2° ±5° 

Semi toe-in ±1′ ±1° ±2°30′ 

Set-back ±2′ ±2° ±5° 

Wheel camber ±2′ ±3° ±10° 

Caster angle ±5′ ±10° ±18° 

FORNT 

Camber angle ±5′ ±10° ±18° 

Toe-in ±2′ ±2° ±5° 

Semi toe-in ±1′ ±1° ±2°30′ 

Set-Back ±2′ ±2° ±5° 

Wheel camber ±2′ ±3° ±10° 

Rear 

Thrust angle ±3′ ±2° ±5° 
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1. 17’’ Lenovo LCD monitor & PC 

2. PC keyboard 

3. Sensor battery recharge support 

4. Ink jet printer 

5. The switch button (back of cabinet) 

6. 4 sensor heads  

7. A drawer for housing pedal presser, steering lock and other accessories. 

8. Quick clamp set & standard clamp set (4 pc in a set) 

9. Quick clamp holders (2 pc in a set) 

 

PC specifications: 

Processor: INTEL- Pentium & AMD 

Memory: 256 M 

Hard disc: 80G 

CD-ROM: 32X 

 

PC keyboard 

It is a 102-key PC keyboard 

 

Monitor 

The data are displayed with 17’’ SCGA high definition color monitor. 

 

Printer 

The results are printed using an ink jet color printer for A4 format sheets. 
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*Sensor Heads 

Sensor keyboard 

1. Green sensor under charge 

indicator LED  

2. Red sensor on indicator LED 

3. Adjustment Tolerance indication 

LED (front) 

4. Level and Adjustment Tolerance 

indication LED (rear) 

5. Lock knob 

6. Optic unit  

7. Battery housing 

  

*Sensor keyboard 

Front sensors                             Rear sensors 

Power supply:   6V- 3AH lead battery    6V- 3AH lead battery 

Average working time      12 H                12 H 

Average Charged time      10 H               10 H 

 

*Clamp 

 These are self-centering wheel clamps, screw type, for 10’’-18’’, complete 

with removable claws.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

3 

1 

2 

4 
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1. Knob 

2. Pins for claw coupling 

3. Flange for sensor coupling 

4. Lock Knob 

 

*Turn plates 

Thes turn plates have a plate diameter of 250 mm and capacity of 1000 Kg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Handle 

2. Plate stop 

3. Upper plate with non slip disc 

4. Scale 

5. Gradual indicator 

 

*Radio receiver 

*Pedal presser 
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2 

4 
5 

1 

2 
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*Steering lock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5  SWITCHING THE UNIT OFF AND ON 

5.1 Switching on 

To switch on the machine and access the program, the specific button must be 

pressed. After PC initialization by Windows Operating System, the program will 

automatically run. The first page is as below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SENS. KEYBOARD PC KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION 

   
Start the procedure  

Request for switching 

Off the machine. 
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5.2 Switching off 

To the presentation page (see chart. 6) it is possible to switch off the machine by 

selecting the specific key.  

 

 

 

 

Switch off messages will appear, and after about 10 seconds, the machine will 

switch off automatically.  

IMPORTANT: The main switch is located in the back of the console. The main 

switch should be always turned-on for battery charging function. 

 

 

 

 

 SENS. KEYBOARD PC KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION 

 
  

Cancel. Return to 

presentation 

page. 

 
  

Confirm machine  

Switch-off 
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6 TESTING AND ADJUSTING A VEHICLE 

All operations can be done by pressing F1, F2, and F3, F4 or keys on sensors 

keyboard. 

 

 SENS. KEYBOARD PC KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION 

 

 
 

Return to 

presentation 

page. 

 
 

 
Move selection up 

   
Move selection 

down 

  
 

Return to Client 

data entering 

page 

  
 

Move selection 

down by one page 

  
 

Move selection to 

top of page 

  
 

Move selection to 

start of list 
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6.1 Presentation page 

When the machine is switched on the initial program display page appears, from 

where the different functions can be selected. 

 

If you press F2 key (Setting), it shows as below: 

Select the suitable language and other configurations. 

 

 

If you press F3 key (User Information), it shows customer detail information as 

below: 
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If you press F4 key (Vehicle Data), you can select vehicle maker and model. 

6.2 Displaying the technical details of selected vehicle. 

When a vehicle is selected, the display page appears with the measurements 

and tolerances provided by the producer. 

 

 

Diameter of vehicle rim 

Nominal specific 

Measurement 

 

Min and max 

tolerances 
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Preliminary operations 

6.3.1 Preliminary vehicle control operations 

Before starting to check the geometric setup of a vehicle, the following checks 

must be made: 

A: Check, and if necessary, eliminate any play on the suspension and steering 

linkages. 

B: Check, and if necessary, eliminate any possible hardening or give of elastic 

suspension parts. 

C: Adjust the pressure of tires to those indicated by the manufacturer. 

D: Position and share out any loads as required by the manufacturer. 

 

6.3.2 Preparing for run out  

After displaying the vehicle technical data, proceed to prepare the vehicle for 

the run out producer as follows: 

--Fit wheel clamps and sensor heads on the wheel-lift the vehicle off the lift 

platforms 

--Block the turn tables 

 

6.4 Run out 

The run out procedure is useful for offsetting any rim and wheel clamp 

Unbalance. This procedure can be started after adjusting vehicle by selecting 

the specific menu operation. To perform the run out procedure, preparations 

must have been made as explained in previous page. 

It is always recommended to follow the visual instruction that appear on the 

screen. 
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The knobs of the wheel clamps are indicated by the red color to show these 

should be turned downwards. The procedure should be performed on all four 

wheels; on the PC monitor, the centre keys of sensor heads flash to suggest 

beginning the procedure by pressing the specific key. There is no need to start 

with any specific wheel sequence. 

 

6.3 Preparing for measurements 

Put the brake pedal in place. After performing the run out procedure, the vehicle 

must be prepared for measuring. The following display page will appear. 

 

 

Sensor 
keyboard 

Right front 
wheel 

Right rear 
wheel 

Left front 
wheel 

Left rear 
wheel 

Flashing 
center keys 

2. Lower the 

vehicle, so 

the wheels 

rest on the 

lift platform 

1. Load with 

Sensor 
heads. 

3. Release the 

front plate and 

any rear 

platforms 
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6.5 Sensor alignment and leveling 

To perform sensor alignment and leveling, the preparation for measurements 

must first of all have been performed as explained before. 

 

 

 

Turn the steering wheel from left to right, or vice versa, until the wheels are 

aligned, meaning until the display unit level is perfectly at centre. 

Regulate the sensors until they are leveled and brake them by the knobs 

provided. The operation must be done for all four sensors. 

 

6.6 Steering procedure 

Once the sensors have been aligned and leveled, the steering procedure can be 

performed. This determines the following measurements: 

--Caster 

--Steering column angle 

--included angle 

 

Processing 
status 

Leveling the 
left front 
sensor 

Leveling the 
right sensor 

Front wheel 
alignment level 
display 

Leveling the 
right front 
sensor 

Leveling the 
right rear 
sensor 
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The steering procedure can, if necessary, be bypassed: the above indicated data 

measurements will not appear. To bypass the procedure, select F4 and go 

directly to the vehicle test page. Specific option can be selected from the menu 

deciding if you want to perform this procedure or not. 

 

6.7 Vehicle testing 

After performing the steering procedure, a test page is presented showing a 

summary of the measurement readings tested from the vehicle. At this point, 

the vehicle can be prepared for adjustment. 

 

 

 

Turning 

point of 

arrival 

Turning level 

indicator 

Vehicle technical 

data provided by 

manufacturer 

Vehicle 

technical 

test data 
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6.8 Preparing for adjustment 

Prepare adjustment by selecting axle or total adjustment on test page. Follow 

the sight instructions that appear on the screen to perform the adjustment 

preparation operations. 

 

 

 

6.9 Adjustment of rear axle 

Select “Total adjustment” on test page to do rear axle adjustment procedure. 

Perform adjustments in the following order: 

 

 

 

 

 

1. position the 

steering wheel 

straight 

2. Block the steering 

wheel with special 

tool and proceed 

Additional 
measurement 
 

Rear camber 
measurement 

Rear 
semi-toe in 
measurement 

Measurement 
selection red 
frame 

Thrust angle 
measurement 
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6.10 Front axle adjustment 

Select “Total adjustment” or “Adjustment of front axle only” on test page to do 

the procedure for adjustment of front axle. The recommended sequence of the 

angles to be adjusted is: CASTER—CAMBER—TOE-IN  

IMPORTANT: Once the caster values have been adjusted, or if there are not 

adjusted and are taken to be correct, it is best to “freeze” the above values. Such 

procedure prevents the caster values from changing if the sensors are accidentally 

moved. To do this, the measurement selection red frame (see chart below) must be 

moved to caster values and the centre key of the front sensor must be pressed; a grid 

will appear above the caster values to indicate these have been “frozen”. 

It is also possible to proceed so the caster values are already frozen by entering this 

phase, selecting YES in the “automatic caster freezing” option of general parameter 

menu. To “unfreeze”, proceed as indicated above. 

NOTE: If the selection frame is moved to camber values and central sensor key is 

pressed, the camber values will be frozen. If, on the other hand, the frame is moved to 

toe-in values and F5 key is pressed, the JACK-HOLD procedure will be accessed 

(adjustment with wheels lifted) of the front axle only. 

 

Makes the adjustments in the following order: 

 Casters—Front wheel cambers –Front semi-toe in 

 

 

 

Caster 

measurement 

Front 

semi-toe in 

measureme

Front camber 

measurement 

Measurement 

Selection red 

frame 
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6.11 Summary of TEST and ADJUSTMENT data 

This display page appears when all vehicle adjustments have been made. 

 

 

6.12 Auxiliary functions menu: 

In order to perform a number of accessory operation or repeat some program 

stages, if there have not been satisfactory or have not been performed, select 

key F3 on TEST and ADJUSTMENT data summary page. An auxiliary function 

menu shows to permit performing the following procedure. 

PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS: 

STEERING PROCEDURE: 

TOE-OUT ON BENDS(20°): This display is only shown if steering has been 

done at 20°using the turn tables featuring electric ENCODER. When a vehicle is 

steered round, the wheels complete different trajectories. So the internal wheel 

turns more than the external wheel; moreover, the value must be symmetric 

whether steering to the right or left. 

ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS: From the preparation for adjustment page or 

from the “Auxiliary functions menu”, a graphic-geometric representation can be 

displayed of the axles of the vehicle. 

TOE-IN CURVE: By following the illustrations that appear on screen, the toe-in 

curve can be adjusted as follows: 

- Position the vehicle, press F4 

Summary of 

test data 
Summary of 

adjustment 

made 
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- Position the special tool underneath the front axle, press F4 

- Adjust the front semi-toe in as indicated by manufacturer, press F4  

- Remove the tool from the axle and press F4, the program returns to 

“Test and Adjustment data summary”, shown as below: 

-  

 

 

7 PRINTING MEAUREMENTS TAKEN 

By selecting the following key    on the data, enter this page. 

The following display page appears 
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 SENS. KEYBOARD PC KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION 

 
  

Cancel printing 

operation 

 
  

Confirm report 

printing 

 

After filling client data, a report can be printed on the test, including client data, 

vehicle data before and after adjustment, the technical details of the vehicle 

supplied by the vehicle manufacturer and any notes or remarks. 

 

8 PERSONALISATION OF VEHICLE DATA BANK 

The vehicle data bank can be personalized and personalized vehicles can be 

created. 

 

8.1 Entering a new vehicle 

To create vehicle data and store these in the data bank, an already existed 

manufacture data page will have to be displayed first. 

 

 

Now, press below key: 

 

 

The following display page will appear: 
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A red background highlighting the vehicle model selected is shown and 

At this point, you can enter the name of the personalized vehicle brand. 

Next, select and enter: 

 Vehicle name and model 

 Start-of-production date 

 End-of-production date 

 Rim diameter 

 Front track 

 Rear track 

 Left wheel base 

 Right wheel base 

 Loaded conditions 

 Fuel tank conditions 

 

Once the left wheelbase and the right wheelbase have been entered, the 

program will present the following page with the relevant loaded conditions: 
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After the next detail will be relevant to the fuel tank conditions, this display 

page appears: 

 

 

 

By pressing below keys, the following data can be selected: 

 

Move on next figure 

 

Move back to previous figure 

 

You can cancel the already-entered data by pressing below keys: 
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Cancel all selected element 

 

Cancel last character of selected 

element 

 

At this point, the display page will look like this: 

 

As Figure shows, the previously entered personalized data is displayed. 

Now the following standard vehicle tolerances must be entered: 

FRONT AXLE: 

 Toe-in 

 Wheel camber 

 Caster 

 Caster angle 

 Included angle 

 Toe-out on turns 

 Steering in 

 Steering out 

 

REAR AXLE 

 Toe-in 

 Caster 
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 Thrust angle 

Select data as previously explained and enter figures. 

Important: To separate whole figures from decimal figures, use either a dot 

or a comma. 

As can be seen from the enlargement on the right of Figure, it is important to 

specify whether the point to which the figure refers is adjustable or not. 

 

 

The point to which the 

data refer is adjustable, 

to define as adjustable, 

press: 

 

 

The point to which the 

data refers is not 

adjustable. To define as 

not adjustable, press: 

 

Once the desired option 

has been selected, 

press: 

 

 

Once that the point is adjustable or not, it is possible to put in the graphics 

animation concerning the adjustment points. 

The following display page will appear: 
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 SENS. KEYBOARD PC KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION 

 

 
 

Return to 

presentation 

page. 

 
 

 
Move selection up 

   
Move selection 

down 

  
 

Return to Client 

data entering 

page 

  
 

Move selection 

down by one page 

  
 

Move selection to 

top of page 

  
 

Move selection to 

start of list 

In order to check the selected animation and play it, please press the key 

F10. 
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The following display page will appear: 

 

 

 

 SENS. KEYBOARD PC KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION 

 

 
 

Return to vehicle 

technical details 

page 

 

 
 

Interrupt 

animation 

   
Start the selected 

animation 

Once all the data have been entered, the following display page appears. An 

option must now be selected: 
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 SENS. KEYBOARD PC KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION 

 
 

 
 

Move selection up 

 
 

 
 

Move selection 

down 

 
  

Confirm selection 

If the vehicle data bank is displayed, the personalized vehicle that has just been 

created will also appear. Using the same type of procedure, the data of a 

personalized vehicle can be changed without the need to create a new one.  

 

8.2 Canceling a personalized vehicle 

Display the vehicle data bank page and select the personalized vehicle to be 

canceled, and then press the following key: 

 

Important: If a personalized vehicle is canceled, this cannot be retrieved, unless 

a backup copy of the data bank has been made. 
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9 TROUBLES RELATING THE MEASRING HEADS 

9.1 Errors on transmission data between console and sensors 

During the data transmission/receiving between measuring heads and the 

console, it is possible that appears the following display page: 

 

The sensor is flashing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This means that there is an abnormality on the transmission/receiving caused 

by one or more of the following reasons: 

 The infrared transceiver on the measuring heads is defective 

 The infrared transceiver mounted on the turn tables is defective 

 Cable connection or connector is loose or scratched between infrared 

transceiver and the console. 

 There is an obstacle (e.g. door of vehicle open) between front/rear 

sensors. 

The rear measuring heads do not communicate directly with the console: 

their data are transmitted and received through the front measuring heads. 

If the cause of the error is removed (e.g. after closed the door of the vehicle) 

the error display page immediately disappears and on the monitor appears 

again the measuring step page. If the error remains, it is necessary to check 

the hardware of the system, switching off the apparatus first. It is highly 

recommended NOT to cut off the power supply immediately, but switching off. 

the unit properly first. 

 Press the key “Esc” on the keyboard to return in the per presentation 
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page 

 Proceed with the regular equipment switching-off procedures.  

 

9.2 Errors on horizontal angle reading. 

During the angle measurement step, the below display page might appear: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The arrows are flashing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The arrows are flashing 

 

 

 

These two errors display pages show that one or more infrared 

measurements, regarding the horizontal plane, couldn’t be made. 

The reason could be the following: 

 One or more CCD sensors is/are defective (digital infrared transducer 

for the horizontal angle measurements). 

 There is and obstacle (e.g. the door of vehicle open) between 

front/rear sensors. 
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 There is an obstacle between the left and right front measuring heads 

(e.g. a front spoiler of the vehicle is very low). 

 There is an obstacle between the left and right rear measuring heads 

(e.g. exhaust gas pipe). 

If the cause of the error is removed (e.g. after closed the door of the vehicle) 

the error display page immediately disappears and on the monitor appears 

again the measuring step page. If the error remains it is necessary to check 

the hardware of the system, switching off the apparatus first.  

 Press the key Esc on the keyboard to return in the per presentation page 

 Proceed with the regular equipment switching-off procedures. 

 

10 TROUBLESHOOTING 

Below is a list of some possible malfunctions relating to the wheel aligner unit. 

The manufacturer is immune of liability from damages caused by misuses or 

natural disasters or the use of non-original spare parts.  

 

Before carrying out any repair work on the system, disconnect the main power 

supply. If you have questions, please contact the after-sales service. 

 

PROBLEM CAUSE REMEDY 

No operation No mains power  

Protection fuses tripped 

Check mains voltage 

Check protection fuses 

Monitor does not work 

properly  

No power supply  

No video signal cable 

between the PC 

Check the power supply 

cable connection 

Check the video signal 

PC does not switch on No power supply  

PC cable connection 

Check ON/OFF 

Check power supply 

Printer does not work 

(see also printer 

operation manual) 

No power supply 

No signal 

Check ON/OFF supply 

Check power supply 

connection cable 

Check signal cable 
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connection between the 

printer and the PC 

Installation software 

During program execution, error messages could appear. A display page with 

red background and a white text containing an error number code and a brief 

description indicating the cause of the error would appear. 

 

An example of error is below shown: 

 

Problem Cause Remedy 

The serial cable between 

the PC and the electronic 

board is loose or broken 

The RS-232 serial device 

of the PC is not working 

There is no 

communication between 

the PC and the dedicated 

electronic board  

The dedicated electronic 

board is not work 

Contact after-sales 

service 

 

11. MAINTENANCE 

The monitor must be cleaned using a dry, soft and antistatic cloth. If it is very 

dirty, clean with a damp cloth and then dry. 

The PC type keyboard must be simply dusted using a brush. When not used it is 

always a good idea to protect it against dust with a cover. 

To ensure good sensor heads operation and the battery life, always place these 

sensor heads on the cabinet to charge. Keep the methacrylate filters of the 

optical unit clean by wiping with a slightly damp cloth. Do not use solvents. 

Cleaning, replacement of cartridges and other operations relating to printer 

maintenance are described in the printer manual. Always refer to this manual 

before performing any maintenance jobs. 

Cleaning, replacement of cartridges and other operations relating to printer 

maintenance are described in the printer manual. Always refer to this manual 
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before performing any maintenance jobs on the printer. 

 

Important: Any other maintenance jobs not described above (like setting control), please 

consult your after-sales service. 

  

12 STORING AND SCRAPPING 

In case of storing for a long period, disconnect all power supply sources and 

cover the parts from dust, including the printer, sensor heads, and monitor. 

Grease the parts that might be damaged by dryness. 

 
 

HOT KEY 
1 CTRL+W= Back to Windows system 
2.CTRL +D= Transfer between Operating and Demonstrating version 
3.CTRL＋F2= Sensor head diagnosing 
4.CTRL+ F5= Change unit of toe 
5.CTRL+F6= Change unit of angle  
6.CTRL+F11= Black box function 
7.CTRL+F12= Counter 
8. F5= Jack-hold function 
9.INSERT= Add the new data of vehicle 
 
LEVEL AND ADJUSTMENT TOLERANCE INDICATION LEDs 

The measuring heads feature LED indicators for levelling and for 
tolerance during adjustment. 
 

1.LEVEL INDICATOR 
RED LED on--- the measuring head is not level 
RED LED flashing together with GREEN on steady---the measuring head 

is near but not quite level. 
ONLY the GREEN LED flashes---the measuring head is level 
 
2.TOLERANCE INDICATOR DURING ADJUSTMENT 
GREEN LED flashing---the measurement is within tolerance, exactly at 

centre 
RED LED flashing together with GREEN on steady---the measurement is 

within tolerance 
RED LED on---the measurement is NOT within tolerance 
NOTE: during front adjustment, to see the tolerance on LEDs, the red 

selection frame must be moved to the value being adjusted. 
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        During rear adjustment, the tolerance is shown on both the 
horizontal LEDs(toe-in) and on the vertical LEDs(camber). 


